Flasby Fell Options (Dales High Way)
with the wall now on your right. Cross another wall stile
and continue straight on, along a raised track towards
the top end of a tree line ahead.
3) At a deep gill the path veers right to descend and
cross the beck, bearing left up again and straight on to
the end of the treeline. Ignore a gate near a hut and look
for a wall stile which appears straight ahead. Cross this
and bear right on a clear trod which leads up to a hard
forest track.

The climb up to the modest peak at Sharp Haw is
rewarded with excellent panoramic views and is the
preferred route. However, in bad weather an
alternative lower level route can be found to the
south west running parallel to the main route. The
distance covered is about the same but the going
underfoot is much easier. A link path to the lower
level alternative footpath also presents a quick and
easy escape route from the summit of Sharp Haw in
bad weather, avoiding the worst boggy section
across Flasby Fell, though this involves a short
section which is not a right of way.
The main route from Skipton climbs to Tarn Moor and
crosses the busy Grassington Road by the Craven
Heifer Inn. The path then crosses a couple of fields to
join Bog Lane, following this north west on a zigzag
route to a gate by a corner leading onto a bridleway for
Flasby, at the boundary of the Yorkshire Dales National
Park. A farm track leads NW, before the bridleway bears
right climbing straight up over rough moorland for the
summit of Sharp Haw.

4) Easy walking now, following the forest track for 1¼
miles. Most of the trees have been recently cleared,
giving good long views SE over Gargrave and
Ribblesdale. Keep right at a fork.
5) The track climbs gently to about 270 metres, then
begins a lazy descent.
6) Finally, where the forest track curves sharply left
downhill, a footpath bears right through trees.
7) The track here can be muddy in places. It twists up to
a junction of paths by the “Helen Handley” memorial
seat, a fine place to rest. Here the “escape” track from
Sharp Haw joins the main footpath.
After a short break continue north along the rough stony
track as it drops to a gate and out onto an open meadow.
The footpath curves gently left as it descends to cross
Septeria Gill by a gate leading onto an enclosed track by
an abandoned cottage. Continue straight on, through
another gate to join a farm access road, which leads
down past farm buildings to Flasby (8).

Beyond the trig point, the main route turns sharp right to
head downhill NE and across Flasby Fell. There are
several tracks across the rough, bracken covered
fellside, which can be very boggy in places. Finally the
path crosses diagonally down a field to a gate and
enters an enclosed track, which leads down to the small
farming hamlet of Flasby.
A lower level alternative route presents itself where
the main route meets Bog Lane just above Tarn
House Farm.
1) Turn left and descend the narrow lane for about 200
metres to a wall stile on the right signed for Flasby.
2) Cross the stile and follow the wall on the left, over
another stile by a gate and up to a wall corner. A stile
leads across a corner to another stile, to continue NW

A useful escape route from the summit of Sharp
Haw in bad weather can be followed to join the
alternative low level path by the Helen Handley seat.
(A) From the summit continue along the ridge, past the
trig point, following a clear track heading NW, which
begins to descend steeply, curving left to join a wall on
the right, which is followed west to a gate at a wall
corner. The route to this gate is on open access land.
(B) Go through the gate to follow a charming woodland
path descending alongside a wall on the left, through a
tunnel of arching trees and rhododendrons. This
zigzags down to join the footpath by the memorial seat.
Though a popular and well used path, be aware that this
short section is not a right of way. The alternative
footpath can now be followed down to Flasby.
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